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    		X-PRO Maui 50cc Moped Scooter with 10" Aluminum Wheels, Rear Trunk, Electric/Kick Start! Large Headlight!
[MC-N013]	$799.95 $589.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	James W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/20/2024
	This 50cc moped is pretty good it arrived almost completely put together. The delivery driver called me when he was close to my house. It rides pretty smoothly I like it much h better then the other xpro 50cc scooter I owned. I definitely recommend you buy this if your looking for a 50cc scooter. Their customer service is perfect they get back to you within the same day and are very nice people. The scooter has a nice size gas tank which lasts a while before needing to fill it back up!                                        
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	View Product


	xochitl C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/09/2024
	Awesome scooter

Love it it came on time and everything works as should I way 135 and it went to 50 mph couldnâ€™t ask for a better running 50 cc scooter no damage parts or defects ty for a greatly appreciated                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Desiree A F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/03/2024
	Great scooter for the cost. It is very efficient on gas and moves fairly quickly.                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	Issa D

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	12/24/2023
	Fun, fast, and smooth ride

Been riding for about a month now, and it's absolutely amazing. The ride is smooth, the speed is perfect. Had to tighten a screw on the accelerator housing that was causing it to rotate, and had to replace the rear taillight already. Both times support was quick to respond and assist with the situation. I replaced the rear taillight with an LED bulb. Odd that the headlight is an LED but the other lights are traditional incandescent bulbs.                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	julie K

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/08/2023
	Tell your family and friends you found a great moped.

This moped from X-Pro is everything you,d expect from higher priced cycles. Wonderful product.                                        


                     2 people found this helpful
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	Benny C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/05/2023
	Yes my 50cc moped came a little banged up from shipping. Sent maxpro pics of damage and they have sent me replacement fender in no time. Thank you zora who has taken care of me through the process and have worked with me diligently i recommend xpro llc to new buyers and past customers. Remember guys things get banged up a little in the process be patient and calm. And xpro will take care of the problem peace..                                        


                     3 people found this helpful
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	Kathy R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/03/2023
	Itâ€™s a great scooter

I love my scooter!                                        


                     3 people found this helpful
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	shalan W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/02/2023
	That I was able to get this product in the reasonal amount of time

So far, this product has held up and and is performing as I expect it.                                        


                     3 people found this helpful
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	Samuel S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/28/2023
	My bike came not assembled so it took me 2 hours which I rushed nothing you could probably do it super quick if your are mechanically inclined. Ny dmv gave me zero issues bike hits 55 60 mph depending on rider. Fits 2 medium size people no problem. Has ample storage. This bike is so straightforward to fix and repair I put close to 8000 miles this summer alone and I get offers for people to buy bike from me every day north of $750 I do all repairs and maintenance myself no one in upstate new york works on them so u better be handy but Luke I said beyond straight forward with the design                                        


                     3 people found this helpful
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	jimmy L

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/18/2023
	It's awesome, my granddaughter and I both love both of our mopeds.                                        


                     3 people found this helpful
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	MC-N013
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
This 50cc moped is pretty good it arrived almost completely put together. The delivery driver called me when he was close to my house. It rides pretty ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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